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Misperceptions of One Another 

 
 
Pashto transcript:  
 

What I like about this place is the people of this place. 
  

 خلک  چی کوم دی د دی ځای ،خلک چی کوم دی ښه،خللکmisperception دی په پاکستان 
  دی، مطلب دا يو 

، کی، خلکو کی، ھغوی ته پټه نشته Americans ووايم به ز ه دا ، يا مطلب دلته داسی يی چی 
  چیدوی
 ده چی    دا نشته،ا دا سوچ کيی چی پاکستانيان يا پښتانه داسی يی ، نو د ھغی وجه دينی خلکځ ،

Americans  
—they don’t know about each other.   

 maybe چی ,Amherst کی يا Massachusetts   چی زما چی  خو ، داسی يیلککی خ     
 دلته زه رالم

  ل دی زيادتر خلک،ياخڅومره   Americans یداس   ؛ ی چید
—they are very good, they are very welcoming.   

 
  دی ځای د ددی ځای خلکو نه، ،مطلب ما ډير څه زده کړله دلته او culture، او مطلب  باره کی 
 دوی د خلکونه پټه ولګيده،  ما ته د culture مطلب 

—the people of this place, is something 
   زما خوښ شو ھغه  چیچی څهنو زه به د ووايم  cultureدی ځای دی د  . خلک دی ځایاو د دی 
  

  دھغی وجه داده چی پښتون ډير simple, straightforward او مطلبخلک دی 
—just a handful of people does not represent the whole culture of, the 

whole, the people.   
 misunderstanding، اوس، مطلب ددی ځای خلکو ته پټه نشته دیدی   media چی څه  وايی

  دا يو
ه وويل مطلب يو څو نګھغه خو ټيک نه دی، او ما څ culture  ټول خلک نه ياrepresent .کوی

   لوټکسان 
  

 پښتون چی کم، مطلب زه  culture یکلوی شوی يمه، خپل   life ما  ، پښتونھلته تير کړيدی
  په خپله په پښتون

اک خک دی، زما چی څومره ټټيک سم   what they need is educationه ل، که مونږه ھغوی 
 خيال دی،

 . they are the best وړورکنو education  
      

 :او زما خيال دی لکه



  In order to bring a civilized society, education is the best thing for that. 
 .on both sides ی  دmisperceptions   ضرورت دی، ھغو، اوeducation ه به ده ووايم زنو

  جی ھغوی ته د 
  
لکه دا زموږ  cultural exchange program مونږهچی دلته  دا دی ھم ددی د پار مطلبدی    

  کومچی 
   خلکو ته ووايو چی پښتون څنګه خلک دی، زمونږ څنګهراشو او   culture    .دی

ــه، خپل خلکو ته،   دغه ښانی مطلب  اوback in my countryکی   خپلوزه ھلته  students ت
 American, American Culture.  وويم خلکو په باره کی 

  
يا کوم نو زه به ده ووابم څنګه چی  American په باړه کی خلک سوچ کوی،نو دغه ښان يی کی 

 ھلته د
 ,ځينی  .. پښتنو باره خلک چی دلته اوسيږی، ھغوی دا سوچ کوی نو دا ټيک نه دیدلته

Americans   
  
 

And how to bridge the gap is to tell the truth, and to… like Fulbright is 
playing a part in that.    

 
 
English translation:  
 
What I like about this place are the people of this place.  
 
The people of this place, the people are very good people. And there is a misperception in 
Pakistan, among people—they do not know that Americans are like this; and here I 
should say, like Americans here think that Pakistanis or Pashtuns1 are like this, and it is 
not that [true]… It is because they do not know about each other. [For instance,] I came 
here to Amherst, or to Massachusetts, really thinking that people are like this [like what 
some people in Pakistan think Americans are like], [but I have seen that] mostly people 
are, Americans are like, they are very nice; they are very welcoming.   
 
And I mean, I really learned a lot here, from the people of this place, from the culture of 
this place, and I mean I learned about them; I learned some things about the culture and 
the people of this place. So I would say what I like about this place is the culture of this 
place, and the people of this place.  
 
The reason [behind the misperception] is that… Pashtuns are very simple, straightforward 
people, and I mean just a handful of people does not represent the whole culture of, the 

                                                 
1 The word Pashtun refers to the Pashtun tribe and culture and depending on the dialect of the language it is 
pronounced Pashtun or Pakhtun. The speaker uses the Pakhtun pronounciation, which is also a common 
pronunciation of the word Pashtun in Pakistan.  



whole, the people [the people and culture as a whole].2 There is a misunderstanding, I 
mean the people here do not know [about Pashtuns], and what the media says, [well] that 
is not right [the media does not portray the truth].  As I said before, just a few people 
cannot represent the whole culture [of Pashtuns] or the people as a whole.  
 
A Pashtun, I mean I have grown up in Pashtun culture, I have spent [all] of my life there. 
Pashtuns are fine people, what I think they need is education; if we provide them with 
education then they are the best.   
 
Besides, I think that in order to bring a civilized society, education is the best thing for 
that. So, I would say that they need education, they, and that there are misperceptions on 
both sides.3  
 
For instance, our cultural exchange program [the Fulbright program] is there so that we 
could come here and educate people [about] what the Pashtun people are like, and what 
our culture is like. And similarly, back in my home country [when I go back], I will tell 
my students and my people about the American culture, the American people.   
 
So I would say that just as people there [in Pakistan] have certain perceptions about the 
Americans, so do Americans; some Americans who live here have certain misperceptions 
about them [Pashtuns], so this is not right [the right thing to do].4  
 
And how to bridge the gap is to tell the truth, and to… like Fulbright is playing a part in 
that. 
 
 
 
Note: The speaker expresses his view about the lack of understanding both among 
Pakistanis and the Americans about each other and their cultures, and therefore they have 
misperceptions about each other, the people and their cultures. And in order to bridge this 
gap of misunderstanding, he says that we need to educate the people, for instance the 
Fulbright exchange program that he is part of plays a major role in building and 
developing that understanding and educating one culture about the other.  
 
About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 

                                                 
2 To clarify, the speaker says that Pashtuns are very simple and straightforward people, and all there is 
about them is a misperception and we should be know that a small group of people, if they do something 
wrong or bad … does not represent the entire people or their culture.   
3 There is misperception on both sides, both among Americans about the Pashtun people and among 
Pashtuns about people here, the Americans. The speaker suggests that what they need is education about 
each other about each other’s culture to know and understand each other.  
4 The speaker means that having misperceptions about each other is not good, and thus we need to educate 
ourselves and each other about our cultures so we could see people as who they are and not as who we 
think they are. In other words, he tries to say that media does not do a good job of representing people and 
bridging this gap, but educational and culture exchange programs such as Fulbright program allows for 
developing an understanding about the different cultures by traveling, going and living in a different culture 
and thus getting an authentic view and understanding of the culture.   
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